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Nomenclature 

 
A  : Area [𝑚2] 

As  : Effective area [𝑚2]  

Areed  : Opening area of reed valve [𝑚2] 

b  : Width [mm] 

Cm  : Momentum coupling coefficient [N/MW] 

𝐷1 : Inside diameter of the screw [mm] 

𝑑2  : Effective diameter [mm] 

E : Young’s modulus of Ti [GPa] 

f : Repetitive pulse frequency [Hz] 

𝑓𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 : Safety factor 

F : Thrust [Hz] 

𝐼𝑧 : Second moment of area [𝑚4] 

I  : Impulse [Ns] 

L : Length [mm]  

𝐿𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑤  : Screw length [mm] 

𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒  : Length of hole [mm] 

l  : Normalized plasma length 

�̇�  : Mass flow [kg/s] 

𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑥 : Maximum moment [Nm] 

n : The number of holes for screws  

p : Pressure [Pa] 

∆𝑝 : Negative pressure [Pa] 

𝑃0 : Pressure in normal atmospheric pressure [Pa] 

𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 : Input peak power of microwave beam [kW] 

P : Pitch [mm] 

r : Inside diameter [mm] 

t : Thickness of reed valve [mm] 

𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 : Minimum thickness [MPa] 

u : Velocity [m/s] 

𝑈𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑧 : Propagation velocity of ionization front [m/s] 

W : Load [MPa] 

𝑦0 : Distance between centroid and external diameter [mm] 
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𝑦1 : Distance between centroid and inside diameter [mm] 

𝑦𝑀𝐴𝑋 : Maximum displacement [mm] 

z : The number of thread ridges 

α : Angle of screw [°] 

γ : Ratio of specific heat 

𝜌 : Density [kg/𝑚3] 

𝜌0 : Density in normal atmospheric pressure [kg/𝑚3] 

𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙 : Allowable stress of acryl [MPa] 

𝜎𝑐 : Maximum compressive stress [MPa] 

𝜎𝑀𝐴𝑋 : Maximum stress [MPa] 

𝜎𝑡 : Maximum tensile stress [MPa] 

𝜎𝑌 : Yield stress [MPa] 

𝜏 : Pulse duration time [s] 

𝜏𝑎 : Shear stress of aluminum screw [MPa] 
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Chapter 1 

Research Background 
 

1.1 Actual state of Space Transportation System 

 In the past, the technology of space transportation system had made a progress. But the present 

cost of rocket launch is high yet and Space Shuttle retired due to high launch cost. On the other hand, 

space mission such as ISS (International Space Station) experiment and SSPS (Space Solar Power 

System and so on) is important in the future. Therefore low cost launch transportation system 

intended for large mass is required rather than high cost space transportation system intended for 

human. 

 Present transportation systems are limited to chemical launch rockets which require huge costs and 

rocket fuel occupied about 90 % of total weight of the rocket. For example, it costs around 10 billion 

yen to launch a typical satellite to GTO (Geostationary Transfer Orbit) [1]. There are mainly three 

reasons for these high costs. 

 Firstly, chemical rocket systems require huge amount of propellant on board. As stated before, 

about 90% of typical chemical rocket mass are occupied by fuel and oxidizer [2]. This occurs 

because the rocket has to carry the propellant. Therefore, achievable payload ratio of a chemical 

launcher rocket is limited about several percent. Moreover, high weight requires the rocket to 

produce huge thrust in order to launch itself. To achieve this, the chemical rocket uses propellant in a 

low-efficient way which causes small specific impulse. Furthermore, once the incident (for instance, 

air breakup, engine trouble and so on) is occurred, cost damage is enormous. 

Secondly, in chemical propulsion, there are many devices on board. One of the representative 

examples is the turbopump system. It is necessary system to pump the propellant which is added 

additional pressure. Since almost devices are connected to each other by pipes, huge trouble would 

happen even if there are immaterial breakdown. In short, each device used in chemical rocket will be 

expensive and complex. 

Finally, a typical chemical rocket is a non-reusable system. As mentioned in the second aspect, 

manufacturing cost of rocket is quite expensive. Space Shuttle is reusable rocket. But its 

manufacturing cost is higher than a disposable rocket like typical chemical rocket. 

 As above stated, the costs for a launch by a chemical rocket are quite high. However, there is a 

strong demand for low-cost mass transportation systems to space such as the Space Solar Power 

System (SSPS) project [3]. In order to develop technology like SSPS, low cost rocket and mass 

transportation system is requisite. Under present circumstance, it is said that the launch cost has to be 

reduced two-orders to realize SSPS. As one of the possible solution, Beamed Energy Propulsion 
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(BEP) was suggested. 

 

1.2 Beamed Energy Propulsion (BEP) 

 Beamed energy propulsion is a propulsion system for which propulsive energy is supplied from 

outside by high-power beamed electromagnetic wave. The beam source is usually a high-power laser 

or microwave oscillator on the ground. Fig.1.1 shows conceptual schematic of BEP. In BEP, thrust is 

obtained by high-pressure gas generated by an irradiated beam from outside.  

 There are two prospective systems of BEP, which are Laser Propulsion and Microwave Rocket. 

Both of them utilize atmospheric air as propellant. Presently, the cost of microwave generator is 

two-orders lower than that of laser generator. BEP has main 3 characteristics. First, its propulsion 

system is air-breathing system. In short, atmospheric air can be utilized as propellant in these 

systems because high pressure is generated due to breakdown inside the thruster. For this reason, the 

amount of propellant on board can be much smaller than typical chemical propulsion systems. 

Because of this, air-breathing system associate with high payload ratio and low cost. 

 Secondly, it can use pulse detonation to generate high pressure. That is to say, the compressor is not 

necessary in these systems like turbopomp. Especially, Microwave Rocket only consists of the 

thruster body, intake, taper which is for focusing electromagnetic wave and reed valves for refilling. 

Therefore, manufacturing cost is dramatically lower than a chemical propulsion system. In parallel, 

it is possible that the number of launch is increased because BEP vehicle is easy to manufacture. 

 Thirdly, the most important devices to generate thrust can be located on the ground. It relates to 

reutilization and easy maintenance.  

 For these reasons, BEP are thought to be future low-cost mass transportation system to space.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Conceptual Schematic of BEP Launch 
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1.2.1 Research Process of Laser Propulsion System 

 The concept of Laser Propulsion was first proposed by Kantrowitz in 1972 [4]. Next, Raizer et al 

revealed that Laser Supported Combustion and Laser Supported Detonation [5]. Moreover, Myrabo 

et al. conducted a famous launch experiment using a small thruster model named “Light Craft” in 

2000 [6]. In the demonstration, the thruster reached 71 m altitude. In 2004, Katsurayama et al. 

analytically estimated the feasibility of RP Laser Propulsion as SSTO (Single Stage to Orbit) system. 

In that research, three flight modes were proposed. Those are Pulsejet mode, Ramjet mode and 

Rocket mode. In pulsejet mode and ramjet mode, propellant is not necessary by utilizing 

atmospheric air. Hence, it was found that the total cost of Laser Propulsion System is quite lower 

than that of chemical propulsion system. [7][8][9]. 

 

1.2.2 Microwave Rocket and Its Engine Cycle 

 Microwave Rocket is future transportation vehicle using BEP system. Microwave Rocket can 

realize low cost because it can use the atmospheric air as a propellant and pulse detonation to 

generate high pressure. In addition, the beam source can be located on the ground. Fig.1.2 shows the 

schematic of Microwave Rocket. This rocket takes in fresh air from reed valve and open end during 

engine cycle. Furthermore, microwave is focused by taper attached at open end of the thruster. The 

engine cycle of Microwave Rocket is presented in Fig.1.3. The analogy of Pulse Detonation Engine 

(PDE) cycle is often used to explain this cycle [10]. First, the cycle begins with breakdown in the air 

by focusing the high-power microwave beam pulse generated. During microwave irradiation, shock 

wave and ionization front propagate to the open end of the thruster and are exhausted there. This 

process is called Microwave Detonation. Microwave Rocket acquires the thrust in this instant by the 

counteraction of high pressure gas. After Microwave Detonation, expansion wave propagates from 

the open end to the closed end. At this time the inside pressure decreases by the expansion wave and 

Microwave Rocket starts refilling with fresh air and reed valve is open. Finally, this rocket prepares 

for the next cycle which begins with the next pulse. Moreover, Microwave Rocket uses microwave 

oscillator gyrotron on the ground. Gyrotron is developed for International Thermonuclear 

Experiment Reactor (ITER). There are main three characteristics. It has 170 GHz band, 1 MW 

power and can oscillate from 0.1 msec and 1000 sec. It has also energy recovery system by 

Single-Stage Depressed Collector (SDC) and achieved 50 % energy conversion efficiency. 

Microwave (beam waist: 20.4 mm, Gaussian beam) is outputted by gyrotoron [11][12]. Fig.1.4 

shows schematic of gyrotoron. Compered to Laser Propulsion System, Microwave Rocket gains 

ascendancy over laser propulsion system in terms of the existence of gyrotoron. 
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Figure 1.2. Conceptual Schematic of Microwave Rocket 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Engine Cycle of Microwave Rocket 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of a Gyrotron 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.1. Specifications of a Gyrotron 

Frequency  170GHz  

Output Power P  < 1MW  

Beam Profile  Gaussian  

Beam waist  40mm  

Electrical efficiency  60%  
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Chapter 2 

Design of the Thruster 
 

2.1 Refilling effect for Microwave Rocket 

 As mentioned above, fresh air is needed inside the thruster for Microwave Rocket. However, the 

thrust of Microwave Rocket is decreased in case of multi pulse operation because hot and expansive 

gas remains between pulse and pulse. Because of this, Shiraishi et al conducted the experiment using 

a thruster which has forced air-breathing system. Its thruster is filled at all times by fresh air. Fig.2.1. 

shows experimental result in comparison to normal thruster and the thruster which has forced 

air-breathing system. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Thrust Impulse for Each Pulse Count in Repetitive Pulse Operations.  

Reprinted from [13] 

 

It was shown that thrust decrement was prevented due to making an improvement of refilling. 

Although forced air-breathing system has high efficiency to the thrust, the system is quite complex 

and needs vacuum chamber. Therefore, Komatsu et al studied reed valve air-breathing system.  It 

was found that its system was simple and corresponded to pressure oscillation [14].  

Impulse generated between engine cycles is obtained for the product of plateau pressure, plateau 

pressure time and area of closed end. Fig.2.2 shows pressure history and microwave signal at closed 

end. A is area of closed end. From impulse equation of Fig.2.2, it can be said that efficiency of 
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preventing the plateau pressure decrement corresponds that of preventing the thrust decrement. 

Fig.2.3 shows picture image of old thruster. The thruster was made from tube, reed valve attachment 

and collector. Only data of pressure history is acquired from this thruster. In order to get a lot of data, 

the thruster which can be measured about some data (for example plasma propagation, shockwave 

velocity, thrust) is needed for next thruster. Moreover the weight of old thruster is about 700 g. The 

thruster is unsuited for vertical launch. Saitoh et al conducted the vertical launch experiment by 

using the old thruster. Fig.2.4. shows relationship between normalized plateau pressure and repetitive 

pulse frequency. If there is no thrust decrement between multi pulse operations, normalized plateau 

pressure is unity. It was shown that reed valve air-breathing system has an efficiency of preventing 

the plateau pressure decrement in large repetitive pulse frequency. Nevertheless, difference of 

normalized plateau pressure was small. Because of this, refilling volume is needed further for 

Microwave Rocket.   

 Next, problem of old reed valve is considered. In past study, reed valve (material: SUS304CSP, 

length: 27.5 mm, width: 12 mm, thickness: 0.2 mm) was used in the experiment. Fig.2.5 shows reed 

valve. The Impulse was verified using reed valve. In that experiment, reed valve was overstressed 

and plastic deformation was occurred. Therefore, leak of high pressure generated in engine cycle 

was occurred and impulse was decreased. Fig.2.6. shows impulse decrement due to plastic 

deformation [15]. 

Considering these experiment result, design guideline of the thruster and reed valve was decided. 

First, a thruster which integrates reed valve attachment into the tube is needed to decrease the 

thruster weight for vertical launch. Second, reed valve which can open widely and has tough body 

has to be made to increase the refilling volume and prevent the plateau pressure decrement and 

therefore the thrust decrement. Third, window for observing plasma is needed for next thruster. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Pressure History and Microwave Signal at Closed End of the Thruster 
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Figure 2.3. Picture Image of Old Thruster 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Relationship between Normalized Plateau Pressure and Repetitive Pulse Frequency 
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Material : SUS304CSP 

Length : 27.5 mm 

Width : 12 mm 

Thickness : 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm 
 

 

Figure 2.5. Reed Valve used in Past Experiment 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Impulse Decrement due to Plastic Deformation. Reprinted from [15] 
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2.2 Thruster Design 

From past study, it was said that cylinder shape is better as the thruster of Microwave Rocket 

because microwave beam of long pulse duration time is irradiated by gyrotoron and microwave has 

longer wave length than laser. Based on this, new thruster was designed. First of all, light vehicle is 

important not only chemical propulsion rocket but also Microwave Rocket. Therefore, aluminum 

(A5056) was selected as the material of Microwave Rocket. Because high pressure is generated 

during engine cycle, maximum plateau pressure was estimated. In past vertical launch experiment 

(December 2012), maximum plateau pressure 0.35 Pa was derived. Cylinder thickness of the thruster 

was calculated by using that figure. Calculating formula is following. Yield stress of A5056 is 98 

MPa and inside diameter is 56 mm to compare the past result. Moreover, factor of safety is 1.2. 

From this calculation, it was shown that over 0.12 mm thickness is needed. 

 

 

mmp
f

r
t

safetyY

12.0min 


 

 

mint  : Minimum thickness 

r : Inside diameter 

Y  : Yield stress of A5056 

safetyf  : Factor of safety 

  

 

(1) 

 

Integrating reed valve attachment and the tube is needed for new thruster. Therefore, we decided 

that the inside diameter is 56 mm and external diameter 65 mm. to attach reed valve like inner moat . 

Fig.2.7. shows picture of new thruster. Like this, new thruster has screw feature both sides and is 

assembled by connecting the thruster. Moreover, considered air leakage efficiency, thruster has two 

stage series of reed valves. Although old thruster has six holes for reed valve, the number of the 

holes is needed to attach for increasing refilling volume. Hence, intensity of holes distance was 

calculated. The calculating formula is following. Both ends supported beam was considered for 

proximate calculation and the model of proximate cross-section convex model. Fig.2.8 and Fig.2.9 

shows proximate calculation model. 
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Figure 2.7. Image of New Thruster with Reed Valve 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Proximate Cross-Section between the Holes of Reed Valves 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Schematic of Both Ends Supported Beam 
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A : Area 

0y  
: Distance between centroid and 

external diameter 

1y  

 

: Distance between centroid and 

inside diameter 

zI  : Moment of inertia of area 

MAXM  : Maximum moment 

p : Pressure 

l  : Length of hole 

t  : Maximum tensile stress 

c  : Maximum compressive stress 
 

 

 

This calculation was conducted as there are 9 holes on the same circumference. The formula is above. 

Because both stresses are under yield stress of A5056, it was decided that the number of holes for 

reed valve was 9.  

Next, the window for plasma observation is considered. Because there are 9 holes for reed valve, it 

was decided that one of the holes is for plasma observation. The material of window is acryl because 

it is cheap and light. Although resistance temperature to heat of normal acryl is from 70 to 90, 

heating time is under 1 second and transformation has never seen in past experiment. The thickness 

of acryl was also calculated not to be broken down during the experiment. Calculation model is both 

ends supported beam in a similar way of reed valve hole. Calculation formula is following. Fig.2.10 

shows relationship between stress and thickness of acryl using following formula. From Fig.2.10, 

thickness of 2 mm suffices as acrylic window.   
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acryl  : Allowable stress of acryl 

Y  : Yield stress of acryl 

  : Maximum stress of acryl 

b  : Width of acryl 

t  : Thickness of acryl 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Relationship between Stress and Thickness of Acryl 
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Next, the tube which is connected to the thruster has reed valve was designed. This part has to have 

acrylic window for plasma propagation. In order to compare past result, the length of this part was 

decided so that total length of the thruster was 500 mm. The thickness is 0.8 mm from equation (1). 

Fig.2.11 shows assembling image of this part. Nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) was used for air 

leakage efficiency between the tube and acryl. The size of screw and effective depth for fixing the 

acrylic window was calculated. Calculating formula is following. In this case, there are three holes 

for plasma observation and 18 holes for screws. 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Assembling Image of the Acryl 

 

 

242.0
3

mm
n

blp
A

W
A

Y

hole

s

Y

s












 

W : Load 

Y  : Yield stress of aluminum 

sA  : Effective area 

p  : Pressure 

b  : Width of hole for plasma 

observation  

holel  : length of hole for plasma 

observation 

n : The number of holes for screws 
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From this calculation, effective area is needed over 0.42 for the screw. Because M3 screw has 5.05 

effective area, M3 was selected for fixing screw. Effective depth was also calculated not to be 

destroyed because of high pressure generated during engine cycle. Fig.2.12 shows picture image of 

screw. Formula is following. 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Picture Image of Screw 

 

 

  

  2.05.0

tan2

3

121










zPL

DdPD

blp
z

A

W

screw

a

hole

a





 

W : Load 

A : Area 

z  : The number of thread ridges 

p  : Pressure 

b  : Width of hole for plasma 

observation  

holel  : length of hole for plasma 

observation 

1D  : Inside diameter of the screw 

a  : Shear stress of aluminum screw 

P  : Pitch 

2d  : Effective diameter 

  : Angle of screw 

screwL  : Screw length 
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Screw length has to be bigger than the value of L to withstand high pressure inside the thruster. 

Therefore, screw length of M3 is 3 mm. This part does not have the mechanism like inner moat due 

to too high manufacturing cost. Acrylic window is attached from outside to this part. 

Moreover, new tube was designed in order to the thruster without reed valve. New tube becomes 

the thruster without reed valve to be connected with the tube of the thruster with reed valve 

(Fig.2.11.). The tube has about 300 mm length, the thickness 0.8mm, and acrylic window for plasma 

propagation. The picture of the thruster without reed valve and the thruster with reed valve are 

shown at the end of this chapter.  

 

2.3 Design of Reed Valve 

As described above, reed valve which can open widely and to be free from plastic deformation is 

needed. In past study, SUS304CSP is selected as the material of reed valve. However, plastic 

deformation was occurred when reed valve has the 0.2 mm thickness was used. Although plastic 

deformation does not be occurred by increasing the thickness of reed valve, the thickness has 

four-orders to the displacement of reed valve. Increasing the thickness relates to decrease of refilling 

enormously. For example, plastic deformation does not occurred when reed valve (material: 

SUS304CSP) which has the thickness 0.3 mm is used. But maximum displacement of the reed valve 

is about 4 mm. When reed valve which has the thickness 0.2 mm is used, average displacement is 

over 7 mm contrastively. Therefore, the material of reed valve is selected. In past study, 

carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) has higher performance to the refilling than SUS304CSP as 

the material of reed valve. However, there are 3 problems in case of using CFRP. 

 

1. CFRP does not have clear yield stress 

2. Reed valve of CFRP would be destroyed in the experiment due to brittle material 

3. CFRP does not have resistance to heat 

 

The most important point is 1. It is difficult to design reed valve due to this reason. Therefore, 

titanium (Ti) is considered as the material. Table 2.1 shows mechanical property of SUS304CSP, 

CFRP and Ti. 
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Table.2.1. Mechanical Property of SUS304CSP, CFPR and Ti 

 
Density 








3cm
g

 Yield stress  2mm
N  

SUS304CSP 7.7~7.9  255 

CFRP 1.5  - 

Ti 4.4  920 

 

From Table.2.1, Ti has lightness, high yield stress and resistance to heat. Because of this, Ti is 

selected as the material. 

Next, increasing the length of hole for reed valve was considered in order to increase refilling 

volume. First of all, average negative pressure generated during engine cycle was estimated by using 

past experimental result. The displacement of reed valve depends on negative pressure. Moreover, 

the cantilever was considered as calculation model. Fig.2.13 shows the model. Calculation formula 

is also following. From this, average negative pressure 0.5 MPa was estimated.  
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Figure 2.13. Proximate Model of Intensity Calculation 
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MAXy  : Maximum displacement 

p  : Negative pressure 

L  : Length of reed valve 

E  : Young’s modulus of Ti 

zI  : Second moment of area 

MAXM  : Maximum moment  

b  : Width o reed valve 

MAX  : Maximum stress 

t  : Thickness of reed valve 
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The moment reed valve opens, the length of hole is important for the displacement. Because of this, 

that length was estimated by using above formula. Fig.2.14 shows relationship between stress at the 

fixed end of reed valve and length of hole. From this result, it was decided length is 23 mm for the 

hole.  
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Figure 2.14. Relationship between Stress and Length of Hole for Reed Valve 

 

Moreover, shape of reed valve was also considered to increase the displacement under allowable 

stress. Allowable stress is about 707 when factor of safety is 1.3. Table 2.2 and 2.3 show stress and 

the displacement of taper reed valve respectively. Table.2.2 is in the case of the width-taper and 

Table.2.3 is in the case of the thickness and width-taper. First, optimum width was decided from 

Table2.2. It is from 14 mm to 12 mm and from 16 mm to 12 mm. Next, final shape of reed valve was 

decided by changing the thickness in case of width which is from 14 mm to 12 mm and width which 

is from 16 mm to 12 mm. By computer aided design (CAD) analysis, final shape is width of 16 

mm-12 mm and thickness of 0.35 mm-0.15 mm. Fig.2.15 and Fig.2.16 shows picture image of 

computer aided design (CAD) analysis. The displacement and the stress are shown by separating the 

color. Maximum stress and the displacement are shown in red color. 

Finally, natural frequency of Ti-taper reed valve was measured by CAD and experiment. Fig.2.17 

shows picture image of that experiment. Natural frequency of Ti-taper reed valve has to be over 
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frequency of pressure oscillation inside the thruster. If natural frequency is lower, reed valve could 

not open appropriately to adjust pressure oscillation. From that experiment, natural frequency of 

Ti-taper reed valve was 470 Hz. Here, frequency of pressure oscillation in past experiment was used. 

Fig.2.18 shows its pressure oscillation at closed end. From that graph, frequency of pressure 

oscillation is about 200 Hz. Natural frequency of reed valve is over that of pressure oscillation. 

Hence, this reed valve can be used to the thruster. 

 

Table2.2 Stress and Displacement (Thickness: 0.4-0.2) 

Width (mm) 14-10 14-12 16-10 16-12 

Stress (MPa) 511 556 480 519 

Displacement 

(mm) 

5.07 5.43 4.81 5.15 

 

Table2.3 Stress and Displacement  

Thickness (mm) 

Width (mm) 

0.35-0.2 

14-12 

0.35-0.15 

14-12 

0.35-0.2 

16-12 

0.35-0.15 

16-12 

Stress (MPa) 556 722 672 679 

Displacement 

(mm) 

5.43 8.72 7.15 8.28 
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Figure 2.15. Picture Image of Displacement Analysis  

 

 

 

Figure 2.16. Picture Image of Stress Analysis  
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Figure 2.17. Picture Image of the Experiment for Measurement of Natural Frequency 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.18. Pressure oscillation at Closed End. Reprinted from [15] 
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Figure 2.19. Thruster without Reed Valve 

 

 

Figure 2.20. Thruster with Six-Stage Reed Valve 
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Chapter 3 

Effect of Ti-Taper Reed Valve and Thrust 

Performance  
 

3.1 Thrust Parameter of Microwave Rocket 

 In past study, impulse of Microwave Rocket was measured in various conditions. Oda et al 

conducted the experiment by changing input peak power of microwave beam Ppeak and pulse 

duration time individually. In this experiment, it was found that rate of impulse increment in case 

of high power condition was decreased in comparison to low power condition. It means that 

momentum coupling coefficient Cm was saturated in case of high power condition [16]. Likewise, 

the rate of impulse increment in case of long pulse duration time was decreased [17]. From this 

experiment, it can be said that momentum coupling coefficient Cm are expressed as following 

equation.  

 

 




peakP

I
Cm  

 

Cm : Momentum coupling coefficient 

I  : Impulse 

peakP  
: Input peak power of microwave 

beam 

  : Pulse duration time 

 

 

 

Cm was decreased when plasma propagates over the open end of the thruster. In short, there is 

optimum plasma length generated in an engine cycle. Fig.3.1 shows relationship between Cm and 

pulse duration time. Normalized plasma length was defined as following equation. 
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L

U
l


 ioniz

 

 

l  : Normalized plasma length 

ionizU  
: Propagation velocity of ionization 

front 

  : Pulse duration time 

L  : Thruster length 

 

 

 

If plasma propagates at the open end of the thruster, this normalized plasma length is unity. As 

shown in fig.3.1, optimum plasma length exists between 0.6 and 0.8. Besides, Uioniz is decided by 

input peak power of microwave beam Ppeak. However, it was difficult to decide optimum plasma 

length. 

 Furthermore, thrust was measured by changing repetitive pulse frequency under air flow condition. 

The result was that the thrust was increased linearly under low power condition [18].  

Up here, it is clarified that there are four parameters which decides the thrust. In summary, the thrust 

F is defined as following equation. 

 

 

mpeak CfPF  
. 

 

F  : Thrust 

Ppeak : Input peak power of microwave 

beam 

  : Pulse duration time 

f  : Repetitive pulse frequency 

mC  : Momentum coupling coefficient 

 

 

 

Here, product of  and f is called duty cycle . If continuous wave was irradiated,  is unity. 

However, Oda et al conducted the measurement of impulse under repetitive pulse frequency. Fig.3.2 

shows impulse-bit decrement under multi-pulse operation. As shown in fig.3.2, Cm was decreased 

drastically after second pulse without air-flow. Cm was also decreased in case of air-flow [19]. Hence, 

Cm is decreased under multi pulse operation. 

 From past study, it is important to prevent Cm decrement by reed valve air-breathing system for 

increasing time-averaged thrust. Moreover, repetitive pulse frequency is less than 100 Hz due to 

avoid anomalous ignition. Anomalous ignition is mentioned hereinafter. 
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Figure 3.1. Relationship between Cm and normalized plasma length l. Reprinted from [14] 

 

     

 

 

Figure 3.2. Impulse-Bit Decrement under Multi-Pulse Operation. Reprinted from [16] 
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3.2 Objective of This Experiment 

When reed valve of thickness 0.2 mm was used, impulse was decreased due to plastic deformation. 

When reed valve of thickness 0.3 mm was used, plastic deformation did not be occurred. Refilling 

volume, however, was decreased. Furthermore, as mentioned above, it was found that the decrement 

of plateau pressure was prevented by attaching reed valve to the thruster. Refilling volume has to be 

increased much further in order to validate reed valve air-breathing system.  

Therefore, two objectives were decided. 

 

1. To verify refilling performance of Ti-taper reed valve by comparing SUS304CSP reed valve and 

propagation velocity of shock wave with or without reed valve. 

2. To increase the thrust by attaching Ti-taper reed valve to the thruster when duty cycle is changed.  

 

We have already known that effect of increasing the refilling volume is found as the effect of 

preventing the thrust decrement. If there is the effect of preventing the thrust decrement, 

time-averaged thrust is increased at same duty cycle. Furthermore, as mentioned above, anomalous 

ignition was occurred due to remain of electrons inside the thruster when repetitive pulse frequency 

was over 100 Hz in past experiment. Hence, high pulse duration time and low repetitive pulse 

frequency is operated to prevent anomalous ignition in this experiment. 
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3.3 Experimental Apparatus 

3.3.1 Experimental System 

In this study, the experiment was conducted by using transmit mirror to prevent microwave spread 

and taper to collect microwave from transmit mirror. Vertical launch system was assumed in this 

system. Fig.3.3 shows conceptual schematic of this system and Fig.3.4, Fig.3.5 shows picture image 

of this system. Alignment was conducted by using thermal paper, infrared camera (IR camera) and 

high speed camera.  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Conceptual Schematic of Experimental System 
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Figure 3.4. Picture Image of Experimental Setup 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Picture Image of Experimental Setup 
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Furthermore, three thrusters and ti-taper reed valve were used in this experiment. Fig.3.6, Fig.3.7 

and Fig.3.8 show picture image of these thruster. These are thruster without reed valve, thruster with 

two-stage reed valve and thruster with six-stage reed valve. Fig.3.9 shows the detail of Ti-taper reed 

valve. Because anomalous ignition was occurred as described hereinafter, the thruster with two-stage 

reed valve was used. The attachment for increasing the thruster length was used in the thruster with 

two-stage reed valve. It has screw mechanism on the top and bottom, inside diameter of 56 mm and 

the thickness of 0.8 mm. Besides, its material is A5056. The thruster with two-stage reed valve has 

16 reed valves and the thruster with six-stage reed valve has 48 reed valves. Moreover, all thrusters 

have common collector and pressure sensor can be used at the top and bottom of the thruster. 

  

 

Figure 3.6. Thruster without Reed Valve 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Thruster with Two-Stage Reed Valve 

The Number of Reed Valve : 16 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Thruster without Six-Stage Reed Valve 

The Number of Reed Valve : 48 
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Width : From 16 mm to 12 mm  

Thickness : From 0.35 mm to 0.15 mm  

Material : Titanium  

Natural Frequency : 470 Hz  
 

 

Figure 3.9. Picture Image of Taper-Titanium Reed Valve 
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3.3.2 Measurement System 

Measure system is shown from Fig.3.10 to Fig.3.14. Load cell was used for measurement of the 

thrust. The thrust was estimated from impulse which integrated the value of load cell. Pressure 

sensor was used for confirming pressure history, abnormal pressure wave due to anomalous ignition 

and propagation velocity of shockwave. Eddy current displacement sensor was used in order to 

measure the displacement of reed valve. The fixture was manufactured to be able to measure the 

displacement of reed valve in vertical launch system. Finally, propagation velocity of ionization 

front and anomalous ignition were confirmed by using high speed camera and home movie camera.   

 

 

Model : KYOWA Electronics LM-10KA-P 

Resonant frequency : 21 kHz 

Rated capacity : 100 N 
 

 

Figure 3.10. Picture image of load cell 

 

 

Measurement system : 0~200 bar 

Natural frequency : 400 Hz 

Operating temperature : -196~200℃ 

Crashworthy : 10000 G 

Mass : 1.7 g 
 

 

Figure 3.11. Picture Image of Pressure Sensor 
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Model : NAC MEMRECAM HX-3 

Pixel : 2560×1920 

Shutter speed : 1,300,000 Hz 
 

 

Figure 3.12. Picture Image of High Speed Camera 

 

 

Model : KEYENCE EX-422V 

Measurement range : 0~10 mm 

Sampling frequency : 40000 Hz 

Response time : 0.075 ms 

Mass (sensor head) : About 200 g 

Mass (amplifier unit) : About 235 g 
 

 

Figure 3.13. Picture Image of Eddy Current Displacement Sensor 
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Figure 3.14. Picture Image of Fixture for Eddy Current Displacement Sensor 
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3.4 Result of Experiment 

3.4.1 Effect of Reed Valve 

Figure 3.15 shows displacement of Ti-taper reed valve. As shown in Fig.3.16, the displacement of 

Ti-taper reed valve was 8 mm. In this experiment, this reed valve opened from 4mm to 11 mm 

according to pressure oscillation inside the thruster in case of generating the thrust. When the thrust 

did not be generated, the displacement of this reed valve was quite small. Moreover, Fig.3.16 shows 

Ti-taper reed valve after experiment. It was found that plastic deformation did not be occurred from 

this picture image.  

 

 

Figure 3.15. Displacement of Reed Valve (Ti-Taper Reed Valve) 
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Figure 3.16. Reed Valve after the Experiment 

 

Moreover, partial filling rate (value divided refilling volume by total volume inside the thruster) 

was compared in case of 0.2 mm SUS304CSP and Ti-taper reed valve. First of all, Fig.3.17 shows 

conceptual schematic of refilling area. When reed valve opens, fresh air get through inside the 

thruster from three areas. Partial filling rate was calculated by time integral of the displacement by 

using mass flow equation. That equation is following [20]. Besides, partial filling rate shows Table 

3.1. It was already found that when partial filling rate is increased, the thrust decrement is prevented. 

As shown in Table.3.1, partial filling rate of Ti-taper reed valve is about 1.7 higher than that of 

SUS304CSP reed valve. 

From these results, it can be said that Ti-taper reed valve has higher refilling performance and 

intensity on load than SUS304CSP reed valve. 
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y: Displacement, w: width, l: length, reedA : Refilling area 

Figure 3.17. Conceptual Schematic of Refilling Area 
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m  : Mass flow 

  : Density 

u  : Velocity 

reedA  : Opening area of reed valve 

0  : Density in atmospheric pressure 

p  : Pressure 

0p  : Atmospheric pressure 

  : Ratio of specific heat 
 

 

Table3.1. Partial Filling Rate 

 Partial Filling Rate 

SUS304CSP reed valve (Fig.2.5) 0.19 

Ti-taper reed valve (Fig.3.10) 0.32 

 

As mentioned Fig.2.2, impulse is obtained by the product of plateau pressure, plateau pressure time 

and area of closed end. Plateau pressure time is sum of the time which propagation velocity of 

shockwave propagates from closed end to open end and the time which expansion wave propagates 

from open end to closed end. Because Mach number of expansion wave is unity at all time, the time 

which expansion wave propagates from open end to closed end is same. Therefore, the velocity of 

shockwave should be slow to increase plateau pressure time. Increasing plateau pressure time relates 

to increasing the impulse. 
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It is expected to decrease the increment of propagation velocity of shockwave by using the thruster 

with reed valve because there is cooling effect inside the thruster by reed valve. Therefore, the 

propagation velocity of shockwave was compared in case of the thruster without reed valve and the 

thruster with two-stage reed valve. Fig.3.18 shows the propagation velocity of shockwave each pulse 

compared to with or without reed valve.  

From this figure, the propagation velocity of shockwave is increased in both cases as pulse count is 

increased. The reason why the propagation velocity of shockwave is increased is that inside 

temperature is also increased as pulse count is increased. Besides, the rate of velocity increase was 

prevented by using the thruster with two-stage reed valve. At fifth time of pulse count, the 

propagation velocity of shockwave in case of the thruster with reed valve was 0.8 lower than that 

without reed valve. Hence, it was found that there was the effect of decreasing the propagation 

velocity of shockwave. In short, it can be said that plateau pressure time is increased and the thrust is 

also increased by attaching the reed valve to the thruster. 

However, as described hereinafter, when anomalous ignition is occurred, high pressure is not be 

generated at the top of the thruster normally and the displacement of reed valve is decreased. Besides, 

there is no cooling effect. Because of this, it is important to prevent anomalous ignition for cooling 

effect. 

 

Figure 3.18. Relationship between Propagation Velocity of Shockwave and Pulse Count 
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3.4.2 Relationship between Thrust and Duty Cycle 

Figure 3.19 shows relationship between the thrust and duty cycle when the thruster without reed 

valve is used. Pulse duration time was also shown at upper right in Fig.3.19. From this figure, it 

was found that the thrust was increased until around 15 % duty cycle. Because refilling time was 

enough in low duty cycle, plasma propagated until at the bottom of the thruster. Therefore, Cm did 

not be decreased. Furthermore, Cm was able to be estimated from gradient of Fig.3.19 because 

power of microwave was constant in this experiment. Cm was about 22 in this case. As just 

described, Cm is too small to launch vertically.  

One of the reasons that the thrust was decreased over 15 % duty cycle was that refilling time was 

decreased when that area was operated. The decrement of refilling time related to increasing the 

volume of hot and expansive gas inside the thruster. Therefore, Cm was decreased because the 

condition inside the thruster was different from the condition of first pulse. The tendency was seen 

over 70 Hz especially. Moreover, it was also found that repetitive pulse frequency was limited until 

about 150 Hz in case of this thruster because pressure oscillation continued until that frequency. 

Therefore, refilling time is decreased over about 150 Hz. Fig.3.20 shows limit of repetitive pulse 

frequency. 

The other is that anomalous ignition was occurred inside the thruster. As mentioned above, we 

have already known optimum plasma length. However when anomalous ignition was occurred, it is 

impossible to adjust the optimum plasma length. There is the process which the thrust does not be 

generated due to anomalous ignition. First, that phenomenon occurs along the way of the thruster. 

When it happens, the plasma which is maintained inside the thruster becomes short and plateau 

pressure time was decreased. Moreover, Cm was decreased when plasma propagates outside the 

thruster. Therefore, the thrust was decreased gradually. Fig.3.21 shows anomalous ignition along 

the way of the thruster. This photo is printed frame-by-frame with the constant interval time. The 

reason why anomalous ignition is occurred is that electronic density is increased inside the thruster 

in high repetitive pulse frequency between pulse and pulse. Besides, there are a lot of edges inside 

the thruster. The concentration of electric field is generated in that point and the ignition is occurred. 

The thrust was decreased gradually in this phase. 

After anomalous ignition along the way of the thruster, anomalous ignition was finally occurred 

only at the bottom of the thruster. The thrust cannot be generated when it happens. Fig.3.22 shows 

anomalous ignition at the bottom of the thruster.  

From past study and this experiment, anomalous ignition is the biggest reason of thrust decrement. 

Therefore, it is the most important to solve this phenomena for Microwave Rocket.  
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Figure 3.19. Relationship between Thrust and Duty Cycle  

(Thruster without Reed Valve) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20. Limit of Repetitive Pulse Frequency 
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Figure 3.21. Anomalous Ignition along the Way of the Thruster 

(This frame was taken frame-by-frame with the constant time interval) 

 

 

Figure 3.22. Anomalous Ignition at the Bottom of the Thruster 

(This frame was taken frame-by-frame with the constant time interval) 
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Figure 3.23 shows relationship between the thrust and duty cycle when the thruster with two-stage 

reed valve is used. Pulse duration time was also shown at upper right in Fig.3.23. As shown in 

Fig.3.23, the thrust was increased until around 10 % duty cycle. Moreover, its thrust was about same 

in comparison to the thrust without reed valve. Cm was estimated similarly and it was about 34. 

Compared to Cm in case of the thruster without reed valve, Cm was about 1.6 larger under 10 % 

duty cycle areas. 

The reason why the thrust was decreased over around 10 % duty cycle was anomalous ignition was 

generated at the around reed valve in high repetitive pulse frequency and pulse duration time. 

Therefore, plasma which can be maintained was short with respect to each pulse count and Cm was 

decreased gradually. Besides, it was easy to remain electronic density at the bottom of the thruster 

and anomalous ignition was occurred finally. The same thrust, however, was generated in small duty 

cycle compared to the result of the thruster without reed valve. In short, the thrust decrease was 

prevented by attaching the reed valve to the thruster. If anomalous ignition does not occurred by 

changing the mechanism of the thruster (for example, to attach the electrical insulation part to the 

thruster or to insert the mesh which can reflect the microwave), it is possible to increase duty cycle 

and the thrust eventually. 

Fig.3.24 shows relationship between the thrust and duty cycle using the thruster with six-stage reed 

valve. Pulse duration time was also shown at upper right in Fig.3.24. As shown in Fig.3.24, the 

thrust was small compared with the result of the thruster with two-stage reed valve. The thrust 

tendency, however, was same to the result of the thruster with two-stage reed valve. The reason of 

small thrust was that anomalous ignition was occurred at the connecting part of the thruster with reed 

valve and the tube and plasma which was able to be maintained was too short to generate the thrust. 

Moreover, pressure wave propagates both directions. Besides, the displacement of reed valve was 

small due not to generating high pressure at the top of the thruster.  
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Figure 3.23. Relationship between Thrust and Duty Cycle  

(Thruster with Two-Stage Reed Valve) 
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Figure 3.24. Relationship between Thrust and Duty Cycle  

(Thruster with Six-Stage Reed Valve) 
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Figure 3.25 shows picture image of anomalous ignition when the thruster with six-stage reed valve 

was used. Main reason of anomalous ignition when the thruster with six-stage reed valve was used is 

misalignment and the existence of reed valve and acrylic window attachment (Fig.2.7.). Fig.3.26 

shows picture image of internal thruster. It was conceivable that microwave beam was irradiated at 

this part and the ignition started. Therefore, reed valve and acrylic window attachment was replaced 

from metal to insulator. Fig.3.27 shows reed valve and acrylic window attachment of metal. Its 

material is aluminum. Fig. 3.28 shows reed valve and acrylic window attachment of insulator. These 

materials are acryl and plastic. Here, Fig.3.29 and Fig.3.30 shows pressure history at the top of the 

thruster in case of metal attachment and insulator attachment respectively. Besides, the thruster with 

six-stage reed valve is used in fig.3.29 and the thruster with two-stage reed valve is used in Fig.3.30. 

Although the number of reed valves is different, high pressure was generated at the top of the 

thruster by replacing from metal to insulator attachment. Because of this, the material of an edge 

inside the thruster like reed valve and acrylic window attachment should be insulator in future 

thruster. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25. Anomalous Ignition (Thruster with Six-Stage Reed Valve) 

(This frame was taken frame-by-frame with the constant time interval) 
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Figure 3.26. Cross-Section View of the Thruster with Reed Valve  

 

 

Figure 3.27. Reed Valve and Acrylic Window Attachment of Metal 

 

 

Figure 3.28. Reed Valve and Acrylic Window Attachment of Insulator 
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Figure 3.29. Pressure History in Case of Metal Attachment (Pulse Count: Fifth) 

 

 

Figure 3.30. Pressure History in Case of Insulator Attachment (Pulse Count: Fifth) 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion  
 

4.1 Improvement of Thrust Performance by Ti-Taper Reed Valve 

New reed valve, Ti-taper reed valve, was designed and tested in the experiment. Compared to 

SUS304CSP reed valve, refilling volume was increased and partial filling rate was 1.7 higher than 

SUS304CSP reed valve. As a matter of course, plastic deformation did not be occurred. Furthermore, 

the increment ratio of propagation velocity of shockwave was smaller than the thruster without reed 

valve and it was found that plateau pressure time was longer. Hence, it can be said that the thrust was 

increased by attaching reed valve. 

The thrust was verified by comparing with or without reed valve. When the thruster without reed 

valve was used, the thrust continued to be increased until around 15 % duty cycle. In contrast, the 

thruster with two-stage red valve was used, the thrust continued to be increased until around 10 % 

duty cycle. The maximum thrust of the thruster with two-stage reed valve was about same to that of 

the thruster without reed valve. It means that the thrust decrement was prevented by attaching reed 

valve to the thruster in low duty cycle area and Cm was increased. In short, Ti-taper reed valve has 

an effect of increasing the thrust for Microwave Rocket. 

 

4.2 Anomalous Ignition and Design Guide of Future Thruster 

In this experiment, anomalous ignition which is the biggest reason for thrust decrement was 

occurred in high duty cycle. The reason of anomalous ignition which was occurred over 100 Hz 

repetitive pulse frequency in past study was that a lot of electrons remain due to the decrement of 

refilling time. In addition to this, the edges of reed valve and acrylic window attachment inside the 

thruster were cause in this experiment.  

As mentioned above, the biggest reason of thrust decrease is anomalous ignition. Therefore, the 

thruster which does not generate anomalous ignition has to be made in the future. Although the 

number of reed valves is different, high pressure was generated at the top of the thruster by replacing 

metal attachment to insulator attachment. Therefore, the edges of metal should not be set inside the 

thruster and various attachments should be an insulator inside the thruster in future thruster.  

If anomalous ignition is prevented completely, Ti-Taper reed valve has a higher effect to thrust 

increment and it is possible to increase duty cycle which maximum thrust is generated. 
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